Basic Facts

Floor: Carpeted  
Furniture included:  
- Bed  
- Nightstand  
- Desk  
- Dresser (Drawers only)  
- Chair  
- Bookcase  
- Mirror  
Adjustable Bed Height: Yes  
Closet: Yes  
It is in an awkward place and it is of average size. I am overall satisfied of it except for its location.  
White Board on door: Yes  
Slanted Ceilings: No

Light

Number of Windows: 2  
Plenty of natural light: Yes  
Time of day with most light: Morning  
Without additional light, the room is well lit: No  
Additional Comments: There is only one light and because the room is so big, it is hard to get light everywhere

Temperature

Room Temperature: Hot  
Ability to adjust heat: Yes, there is a thermostat  
Not really sure how to use it though

Unique Quirks

The room is huge! And it has its own bathroom

Bathroom

People who share the bathroom: 0 (private bathroom)  
Sinks: 1  
Toilets: 1  
Bathtubs: Bathtub with showerhead  
Windows: 1 window  
Other comments: it's nice and clean - great!
### Basic Facts

**Floor:** Carpeted  
**Furniture included:**  
- Bed  
- Dresser (Drawers only)  
- Chair  
- Bookcase  
- Mirror  

**Adjustable Bed Height:** No  
**Closet:** Yes  
about 3 by 5 feet with 2 top shelves and 2 racks for clothes  
**White Board on door:** Yes  
**Slanted Ceilings:** No

### Light

**Number of Windows:** 2  
**Plenty of natural light:** Yes  
2 huge windows overlooking the entrance of dodd  
**Time of day with most light:** Morning  
**Without additional light, the room is well lit:** Yes  
**Additional Comments:**

### Temperature

**Room Temperature:** Hot  
**Ability to adjust heat:** Yes, there is a thermostat  
But it goes from hot to hotter

### Unique Quirks

It has a bathroom which is awesome and a bunch of exposed pipes which is not. You can also sit on the toilet and look out the window.

### Bathroom

People who share the bathroom: 0 (private bathroom)  
**Sinks:** 1  
**Toilets:** 1  
**Bathtubs:** Shower  
**Windows:** 1 window  
**Other comments:** Like I said, you can sit on the toilet and look out the window. Also has an old school medicine cabinet
Basic Facts

Floor: Carpeted
Furniture included:
- Bed
- Desk
- Dresser (Drawers only)
- Chair
- Bookcase

Adjustable Bed Height: Yes
Closet: Yes
White Board on Door: Yes
Slanted Ceilings: No

Light

Number of Windows: 2
Plenty of Natural Light: Yes
Time of Day with Most Light: Afternoon
Without Additional Light, the Room is Well Lit: No
Additional Comments: Not enough light

Temperature

Room Temperature: Hot
the stupid radiator always is way too hot, even when I have it on the setting that is a snowflake.
Ability to Adjust Heat: Yes, there is a thermostat
even though there is an adjuster on the radiator, it doesn't really work. see the trend here?

Unique Quirks

There's a stupid radiator that's in the corner, but not all the way in the corner that is completely in the way and also doesn't ever work

Bathroom

People who share the bathroom: 0 (private bathroom)
Sinks: 1
Toilets: 1
Bathtubs: Shower
Windows: No windows
Basic Facts

Floor: Carpeted

Furniture included:
- Bed
- Nightstand
- Desk
- Dresser (Drawers only)
- Chair
- Bookcase
- Mirror

Adjustable Bed Height: No

Closet: Yes

White Board on door: Yes

Slanted Ceilings: No

Light

Number of Windows: 2

Plenty of natural light: Yes

Time of day with most light: Afternoon

Without additional light, the room is well lit: Yes

Additional Comments:

Temperature

Room Temperature: Hot

It varies ALOT. Some times its really cold, other times its extremely hot.

Ability to adjust heat: Yes, there is a thermostat

It doesn't seem to regulate it that well.

Unique Quirks

I have a cool mantle over a fireplace (closed).

Bathroom

People who share the bathroom: 1

Sinks: 1

Toilets: 1

Bathtubs: Shower

Windows: 1 window

Other comments:
Basic Facts

Floor: Carpeted

Furniture included:
- Bed
- Desk
- Dresser (Drawers only)
- Chair
- Bookcase
- Mirror

Adjustable Bed Height: No

Closet: Yes
Big closet. Almost walk in size.

White Board on door: Yes

Slanted Ceilings: No

Light

Number of Windows: 2

Plenty of natural light: Yes

Time of day with most light: Morning

Without additional light, the room is well lit: Yes

Additional Comments:

Temperature

Room Temperature: Hot

Dodd house is usually really hot and my room seems to be the hottest point. I turn my heat all the way to zero and still sweat

Ability to adjust heat: Yes, there is a thermostat

Unique Quirks

Bathroom

People who share the bathroom: 0 (private bathroom)
Sinks: 1
Toilets: 1
Bathtubs: Shower
Windows: No windows
Other comments:
Dodd 223 (Single)

Basic Facts
Floor: Carpeted
Furniture included:
- Bed
- Nightstand
- Desk
- Dresser (Drawers only)
- Chair
- Bookcase
- Mirror
Adjustable Bed Height: No
Closet: Yes
White Board on door: Yes
Slanted Ceilings: No

Light
Number of Windows: 3
Plenty of natural light: Yes
Time of day with most light: Morning
Without additional light, the room is well lit: Yes
Additional Comments:

Temperature
Room Temperature: Hot
Ability to adjust heat: There is no way to adjust the temperature

Unique Quirks

Bathroom
People who share the bathroom: 0 (private bathroom)
Sinks: 1
Toilets: 1
Bathtubs: Bathtub with showerhead
Windows: 1 window
Other comments:
Basic Facts

Floor: Carpeted

Furniture included:
- Bed
- Desk
- Dresser (Drawers only)
- Chair
- Bookcase
- Mirror

Adjustable Bed Height: Yes

Closet: Yes

Walk-In Closet. Several hooks on back wall, dowels on either side and one shelf on each side above the dowels.

White Board on door: Yes

Slanted Ceilings: No

Light

Number of Windows: 2

Plenty of natural light: Yes

Time of day with most light: Afternoon

Without additional light, the room is well lit: Yes

Additional Comments:

Temperature

Room Temperature: Normal

Ability to adjust heat: Yes, there is a thermostat

Unique Quirks

private bathroom

Bathroom

People who share the bathroom: 0 (private bathroom)

Sinks: 1

Toilets: 1

Bathtubs: Shower

Windows: 1 window

Other comments: